Nonlocality of a single photon revisited again by Vaidman, L



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































and essentially two separate locations in which the clicks of six de-
tectors exhibit quantum (nonlocal) correlations. There is yet another sense
of a single particle experiment (which is probably closer to Einstein's vision
quoted by Hardy). In this setup there is a single non-relativistic particle
(which cannot be annihilated or created) with its Schrodinger wave spreaded
in space. Obviously, Hardy's experiment does not belong to this category
either.
If we do allow creation and annihilation of photons, then nonlocality can
be demonstrated using a single photon state, j	i = jAi+ jBi, which is a
superposition of two separate wavepackets localized at A and B. Aharonov[4]
pointed out that there is an isomorphism between states of this type and









which nonlocality is well established[3]. The isomorphism alluded above can
be realized by a physical mechanism which creates locally a photon when the














In fact, this Hardy's work is, essentially, a translation of his other result on
nonlocality for two particles without inequalities[5].
Hardy proceeds by presenting a \paradox". He considers his experiment
in which the outcome was F
1
= 1 and F
2
= 1. He then points out that in this




searched there by detector U
1
) and, also, invariably has to be found in u
2
(if it
were searched, instead, by detector U
2
). He considers this as a paradox since
in the input s we had at most one photon. Hardy resolves the paradox by
introducing a genuine nonlocality. He claims that placing detector U
1
might
inuence the outcome of the measurement in the remote location and we
might not get F
2
= 1. However, there is no reason for his unusual proposal,
since there is no real paradox to resolve. The correct statement is instead
that the photon invariably has to be found in u
1
if it was searched by U
1
and
was not searched by U
2
. Similarly, the photon invariably has to be found in
u
2
if it was searched by U
2
and was not searched by U
1
. Clearly, there cannot
be a contradiction between these two correct statements.
Hardy considers here a pre- and post-selected system and the feature he
points out is typical for such systems. Probably, the simplest example of this
kind[6] is a single particle prepared in a superposition of being in three boxes









3(jAi+ jBi jCi). If, in the intermediate time it was searched in
box A it has to be found there, and if, instead, it was searched in box B, it
has to be found there too. (Indeed, not nding the particle in box A would




2(jBi+ jCi) which is orthogonal to the
nal state j	
2
.) In fact, Hardy has previously considered[7] another, truly
surprising example of this kind, see Ref. 8 for our analysis of this example.
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